Introduction
This work presents an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to the Navier-Stokes equation. An Eulerian-Lagrangian description of the Euler equations has been used in ( 1] , 2]) for local existence results and constraints on blowup. Eulerian coordinates ( xed Euclidean coordinates) are natural for both analysis and laboratory experiment. Lagrangian variables have a certain theoretical appeal. In this work I present an approach to the Navier-Stokes equations that is phrased in unbiased Eulerian coordinates, yet describes objects that have Lagrangian signi cance: particle paths, their dispersion and di usion. The commutator between Lagrangian and Eulerian derivatives plays an important role in the Navier-Stokes equations: it contributes a singular perturbation to the Euler equations, in addition to the Laplacian. The Navier-Stokes equations are shown to be equivalent to the system ?v = 2 Crv where C are the coe cients of the commutator between Eulerian and Lagrangian derivatives, and ? is the operator of material derivative and viscous di usion. The physical pressure is not explicitly present in this formulation. The Eulerian velocity u is related to v in a non-local fashion, and one may recover the physical pressure dynamically from the evolution of the gradient part of v. When one sets = 0 the commutator coe cients C do not enter the equation, and then v is a passive rearrangement of its initial value ( 7] , 8], 9], 10]). When 6 = 0 the perturbation involves the curvature of the particle paths, and the gradients of v: a singular perturbation. Fortunately, the coe cients C start from zero, and, as long as they remain small v does not grow too much.
A di erent but not unrelated approach ( 11] , ( 12] ) is based on a variable w that has the same curl as the Eulerian velocity u. The velocity is recovered then from w by projection on divergence-free functions. The evolution equation for w ?w + (ru) w = 0; conserves local helicity and circulation (when = 0). We will refer to this equation informally as \the cotangent equation" because it is the equation obeyed by the Eulerian gradient of any scalar that solves ? = 0. The variable w is related to v: w = (rA) v where A is the \back-to-labels" maps that corresponds when = 0 to the inverse of the Lagrangian path map. A(x; t) is an active vector obeying ?A = 0;
A(x; 0) = x. Both v and A have a Lagrangian meaning when = 0, but the dynamical development of w is the product of two processes, the growth of the deformation tensor (given by the evolution of rA) and the rearrangement of a xed function, given by the evolution of v. In the presence of viscosity, v's evolution is not by rearrangement only. It is therefore useful to study separately the growth of rA and the shift of v.
Recently certain model equations (alpha-models) have been proposed ( 13] , 14]) as modi cations of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. They can be obtained in the context described above simply by smoothing u in the cotangent equation. Smoothing means that one replaces the linear zero-order nonlocal operator u = Pw that relates u to w in the cotangent equation by a smoothing operator, u = K Pw. When = 0 the models have a Kelvin circulation theorem. They cannot be models for Eulerian averaged equations, the equations describing mean ow in turbulence theory. These Reynolds equations are not conservative in the limit of zero viscosity: the uctuations introduce additional stresses, the so-called Reynolds stresses, that preclude conservation of circulation along the mean ow. This is a simple yet fundamental objection to the identi cation of alpha-models with Reynolds equations. The alpha-models might be models of Lagrangian averaged equations, an entirely di erent concept. (Operationally one may think of Eulerian averaging as long time averages at xed position, and of Lagrangian averaging as long time averages at xed initial label. However, a xed initial label has no obvious physical meaning when one deals with ensembles of ows.)
In this paper we consider the Navier-Stokes equations and obtain rigorous bounds for the particle paths and for the virtual velocity v. The main bounds concern the Lagrangian displacement, its rst and second spatial derivatives, are obtained under general conditions and require no assumptions. Higher derivatives can be bounded also under certain natural quantitative smoothness assumptions.
Some of our bounds can be interpreted as a connection to the Richardson pair dispersion law, one of the empirical laws of fully developed turbulence ( 4] ), that is consistent with the Kolmogorov two-thirds law ( 5] where is the rate of dissipation of energy and t is time. This is supposed to hold in an inertial range, for times t that are neither too small (when the separation is ballistic) nor too large, when viscous and boundary e ects are important. The law can be guessed by dimensional analysis by requiring the answer to depend solely on time and . Precise laboratory Lagrangian experiments have recently begun to be capable of addressing Lagrangian quantities with preliminary results that seem to be consistent with the Richardson law in some ranges ( 6] ). If one considers the problem of estimating the pair dispersion mathematically one is faced with the di culty that the prediction seems to require both non-Lipschitz, H older continuous velocities and Lagrangian particle paths. Our approach allows a rigorous formulation and an upper bound j j ; that includes a reference to an initial displacement 0 , an initial kinetic energy E 0 and a rigorous upper bound on . The prefactors are probably not optimal. The conditions under which such a bound can be obtained are quite general, and there are no assumptions. In this paper we chose the case of periodic boundary conditions, and body forces that have a characteristic length scale that remains nite as the size of the periodic box is allowed to diverge. The bound B does not depend on the size of box. In many physically realistic situations one injects energy at the boundary; in that case one can nd B independently of viscosity ( 3] ), without any assumptions.
Velocity and displacement
The Eulerian velocity u(x; t) has three components u i ; i = 1; 2 ; 3 and is a function of three Eulerian space coordinates x and time t. We decompose the Eulerian velocity u(x; t):
Repeated indices are summed. There are three objects that appear in this formula. The rst one, A(x; t), has a Lagrangian interpretation. In the absence of viscosity, A is the \back-to-labels" map, the inverse of the particle trajectory map a 7 ! x = X(a; t). The vector (x; t) = A(x; t) ? x (2) will be called the \Eulerian-Lagrangian displacement vector", or simply \dis-placement".`joins the current Eulerian position x to the original Lagrangian position a = A(x; t). A(x; t) and`(x; t) have dimensions of length, rA is non-dimensional. A pair of points, a = A(x; t), b = A(y; t) situated at time t = 0 at distance 0 = ja ? bj become separated by t = jx ? yj at time t.
From the triangle inequality it follows that
The displacement can be used in this manner to bound pair dispersion. The second object in (1), v(x; t), has dimensions of velocity and, in the absence of viscosity, is just the initial velocity composed with the back-tolabels map ( 7] , 8], 9], 10]). We call v the \virtual velocity". Its evolution marks the di erence between the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations most clearly. The third object in (1) is a scalar function n(x; t) that will be referred to as \the Eulerian-Lagrangian potential". It plays a mathematical role akin to that played by the physical pressure but has dimensions of length squared per time, like the kinematic viscosity. These commutator coe cients play an important role in dynamics. 4 The evolution of A We associate to a given divergence-free velocity u(x; t) the operator @ t + u r ? = ? (u; r): (10) We write @ t for time derivative. We write ? for ? (u; r) when the u we use is 
for any t 0 t. The operator ? (u; r) is not a derivation (that means an operator that satis es the product rule); ? satis es a product rule that is similar to that of a derivation: (11) We require the back-to-labels map A to obey
By (12) we express therefore the advection and di usion of A. We will use sometimes the equation obeyed by( @ t + u r ? )`+ u = 0 (13) which is obviously equivalent to (12) . We will discuss periodic boundary conditions`( x + Le j ; t) =`(x; t); where e j is the unit vector in the j-th direction. Some of our inequalities will hold also for the physical boundary condition that require`(x; t) = 0 at the boundary.
It is important to note that the initial data for the displacement is zero:
The matrix rA(x; t) is invertible as long as the evolution is smooth. This is obvious when = 0 because the determinant of this matrix equals 1 for all time, but in the viscous case the statement needs proof. We di erentiate 
The product (rA)(ru) is matrix product in the order indicated. We consider ?Q = (ru)Q + 2 Q@ k (rA)@ k Q: (16) It is clear that the solutions of both (15) and (16) are smooth as long as the advecting velocity u is su ciently smooth. It is easy to verify using (11) that the matrix Z = (rA)Q ? I obeys the equation
with initial datum Z(x; 0) = 0. Thus, as long as u is smooth, Z(x; t) = 0 and it follows that the solution Q of (16) is the inverse of rA.
The commutator coe cients C m;k;i enter the important commutation relation between the Eulerian-Lagrangian label derivative and ?:
?; r i A = 2 C m;k;i r k E r m A (17)
The proof of this formula can be found in Appendix B.
The evolution of the coe cients C m;k;i de ned in (9) can be computed using (15) and (17) Proof. We denote for convenience D t = @ t + u r:
We apply D t to the velocity representation (1) An approach to the Euler equations based entirely on a variable w ( 11] , ( 12] ) is well-known. The function w has the same curl as u, ! = r u = r w. In the case of zero viscosity and no forcing, the local helicity w ! is conserved D t (w !) = 0; this is easily checked using the fact that the vorticity obeys the \tangent" equation D t ! = (ru)! and the inviscid, unforced form of (30). The same proof veri es the Kelvin circulation theorem d dt
w dX = 0 on loops (t) advected by the ow of u. Although obviously related, the two variables v and w have very di erent analytical merits. While the growth of w is di cult to control, in the inviscid case v does not grow at all, and in the viscous case its growth is determined by the magnitude of C which starts from zero. This is why we emphasize v as the primary variable and consider w a derived variable.
6 Gauge Invariance Then, as long as one of the solutions v j is smooth one has u 1 (x; t) = u 2 (x; t); A 1 (x; t) = A 2 (x; t)
The same kind of result can be proved for (30) using the Eulerian gauge invariance.
K-bounds
We are going to describe here bounds that are based solely on the kinetic energy balance in the Navier-Stokes equation ( ( 15] ) and references therein). These are very important, as they are the only unconditional bounds that are known for arbitrary time intervals. We call them kinetic energy bounds or in short, K-bounds. We start with the most important, the energy balance itself. 
The long time for the average dissipation rate is bounded
(36)
These bounds are uniform in the size L of the period which we assume to be much larger than L f . If the size of the period is allowed to enter the calculations then the kinetic energy is bounded by The constant K 1 has dimensions of length and depends on the initial kinetic energy, viscosity, body forces and time. The bound follows by interpolation from ( 16] ) and is derived in Appendix A together with the formula
The displacement`satis es certain K-bounds that follow from the bounds above and (13). We mention here
The inequality (41) follows from (13) 
Now we multiply (13) 
Comment Use of the ODE dX dt = u(X; t) requires information about the gradient rA and produces worse bounds.
-bounds
This section is devoted to bounds on higher order derivatives of`. These bounds require assumptions. We are going to apply the Laplacian to (13) The idea of ( 16] Integrating in time, using the H older inequality, the inequality (31) and the inequalities above we deduce Using the fact that L i is a derivation in the rst term and the de nition (9) in the last term we conclude that ?(C m;k;i ) = ?(@ k u j )C m;j;i ? (@ j A m )(L i (@ k u j )) + 2 C p;l;i (@ l C m;k;p ) which is (18). We compute now the formal adjoint of r i A (r i A ) g = ?@ j (Q ji g) = ?r i A (g) ? (@ j (Q ji ))g (with (7)) (r i A ) g = ?r i A (g) ? f(@ j A p )L p (Q ji )g g = (using the fact that Q is the inverse of rA) (r i A ) g = ?r i A (g) + Q ji C p;j;p g:
